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Abstract
We describe an ambulance location optimization model that minimizes the number of
ambulances needed to provide a specified service level. The model measures service level as the
fraction of calls reached within a given time standard and considers response time to be
composed of a random delay (prior to travel to the scene) plus a random travel time. In addition
to modeling the uncertainty in the delay and in the travel time, we incorporate uncertainty in the
ambulance availability in determining the response time. Models that do not account for the
uncertainty in all three of these components may overestimate the possible service level for a
given number of ambulances and underestimate the number of ambulances needed to provide a
specified service level. By explicitly modeling the randomness in the ambulance availability and
in the delays and the travel times, we arrive at a more realistic ambulance location model. Our
model is tractable enough to be solved with general-purpose optimization solvers for cities with
populations around one Million. We illustrate the use of the model using actual data from
Edmonton.
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Introduction
The design of emergency medical service (EMS) systems involves several interconnected
strategic decisions, such as the number and locations of ambulance stations, the number and
locations of the vehicles, and the dispatch system used. In this paper we focus on the allocation
of vehicles to a set of (existing or planned) ambulance stations with known locations. An
overriding issue when designing an EMS system is the “coverage” provided, and a common
performance target is to respond to (or cover) a fraction α of all calls in δ minutes or less (for
example 90% in under 9 minutes). Coverage is determined by the response time to calls. The
most obvious and significant component of response time is the travel time between the
ambulance station and the demand location (we will use “location” and “node” interchangeably
to refer to a neighborhood that has been aggregated to a single point). Almost all of the existing
operations research literature on ambulance location focuses on travel times, but this is not the
only component of the response time, which is generally defined as the time from when a call for
ambulance service arrives until paramedics reach the patient. Therefore, the response time
includes any delays prior to the trip. Such delays can include time spent on the phone obtaining
the address and establishing the seriousness of the call, time spent deciding which ambulance to
dispatch, time to contact the paramedic crew of that ambulance, and time for the paramedic crew
to reach its ambulance and start it. Further, the response time for a given emergency call can be
affected by the availability of the ambulances because sometimes the closest ambulance will be
busy and another ambulance must respond. Queueing delays (when no ambulances are
available) can also occur, but in our experience with real systems, they occur infrequently. In the
rare situations when all ambulances are busy, incoming calls are typically responded to using
some type of backup system, such as supervisor vehicles or fire engines.
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This paper focuses on ambulance location in urban areas. In rural areas, ambulance availability
will be less of a concern and geographical coverage will be of greater concern. Our work is
motivated by three real-world ambulance location projects—one for the City of Edmonton [21],
a second (ongoing project) for the City of Calgary, and a third for the City of St. Albert [12], all
in Alberta, Canada. We gained two important insights from these projects. First, we noticed that
delays are significant and highly variable, and travel times between a given pair of points are
highly variable. Second, we noticed that the estimated coverage depends on the way that
ambulance availability, delays, and travel times are modeled, and we were unable to find any
location model in the literature that provided a realistic enough estimate of coverage for our
purposes. Next we provide some data for the first insight followed by an example to illustrate
the relevant issues for the second insight.
Motivating Data
In this section we use data from the St. Albert study to illustrate the significance of the pre-travel
delays, as well as the variability in that component and in the travel time component of the
response time. We analyzed data from approximately 6,997 EMS calls serviced in over 4 years
in St. Albert. Figure 1 displays the empirical distribution of pre-trip delays, which is well
approximated by a lognormal distribution. The delays ranged from 20 seconds to 20 minutes,
with an average of 175 seconds and a standard deviation of 95 seconds. The average delay of
almost 3 minutes is a very substantial fraction of the 9-minute response time standard, and the
variation in the delay is too large to ignore (the standard deviation is more than 50% of the
mean). Anyone that has experience with real emergency service systems will be aware of the
presence of such delays, and several past researchers have mentioned them (see, for example,
several of the chapters in [33] and [3]) suggesting, in some cases, that such delays are negligible,
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and in other cases that they can be incorporated in existing models by adding the average delay
to the average travel time.
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Figure 1: Empirical distribution of pre-trip delays for 6,997 EMS calls serviced in St. Albert,
and a fitted lognormal distribution.
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Figure 2: Empirical distribution for travel times between a particular station and demand point
pair for a total of 352 trips, together with a fitted lognormal distribution.
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The St. Albert dataset contains multiple trips to several locations, which allows us to analyze
travel time distributions. Figure 2 shows the empirical travel time distribution for 352 trips from
a particular station to the same multiple-resident demand point. The trip times range from 55
seconds to 370 seconds, with an average of 143 seconds and a standard deviation of 52 seconds.
We analyzed a total of nine locations with multiple trips and found that the standard deviation
was always considerable (on average 40% of the mean). Reporting on a project for locating
emergency vehicle bases in Tucson, Arizona, [14] also found substantial variation in empirical
travel times for given base-demand zone pairs. This variation can be due to variability in the
effective travel speed, or due to randomness in the location of the incident (demand aggregation).
Motivating Example
A small town has a single ambulance station, a response time standard of 9 minutes, and three
demand locations D1, D2, and D3, that are expected to generate 100 calls each in a given future
time period. Travel times between the station and the three demand locations have means of 5.5,
7.5, and 9.5 minutes, and standard deviations equal to 40% of the means. The pre-trip delay is
independent of the travel time and has a mean of 2.5 minutes and a standard deviation of 1
minute. Assume that the total response time (composed of the pre-travel delay and the travel
time) follows a lognormal distribution. For simplicity, assume that an ambulance is always
available when a call arrives. Table 1 lists six different ways to model pre-trip delays and travel
times and shows the probability of coverage for a call from each demand location, as well as the
total expected number of covered calls, and the overall expected coverage.
If we ignore the pre-trip delay and use average travel times to determine coverage (Model A),
then we would characterize the first two demand locations as “covered,” the third one as “not
covered,” and credit 200 calls to the coverage offered by the station when computing the
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performance measure (that is, expected coverage = 200/300 = 0.667 or 67%). However,
depending on whether and how each of the components is modeled, the expected number of
covered calls for each demand node and for the system as a whole varies widely.
Table 1: Six ways to model pre-trip delays and travel times, with summary of probabilities of
responding to calls from the three demand locations for each model used, the resulting
expected number of covered calls, and expected coverage.

Model

Travel time

Delay time

A
B
C
D
E
F

Deterministic
Stochastic
Deterministic
Stochastic
Deterministic
Stochastic

Not modeled
Not modeled
Deterministic
Deterministic
Stochastic
Stochastic

Probability of responding
to a call at a demand
location within 9 minutes
D1
D2
D3
100.0%
92.9%
100.0%
73.4%
85.7%
70.8%

100.0%
74.7%
0.0%
42.9%
12.9%
42.6%

0.0%
52.1%
0.0%
21.4%
0.0%
22.9%

Exp. no.
of
covered
calls
200.0
219.7
100.0
137.8
98.5
136.3

Expected
coverage
67%
73%
33%
46%
33%
45%

Table 1 illustrates several differences between the six models:
•

Comparison of models A and B (or C and D, or E and F) demonstrates that using constant as
opposed to probabilistic travel times can result in considerable over- or underestimation of
coverage at specific demand locations. Although over- and underestimates at individual
demand locations may cancel each other to some extent when computing the overall
expected coverage, the inaccuracy in this system performance estimate can be quite
significant (the fully deterministic Model C gives 45% – 33% = 12% lower expected
coverage than the fully probabilistic Model F).

•

As one would expect, ignoring delays entirely results in severe overestimation of coverage.
For example, Model D has 27% (73% – 46%) lower coverage than Model B, because Model
D includes (constant) delays whereas Model B does not include delays.
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•

When one models randomness in travel times, ignoring randomness in the duration of delays
causes less inaccuracy than ignoring delays altogether. The direction of the change in
probability of coverage when one incorporates randomness in delay durations is not always
the same, as one can see by comparing Models D and F: the constant delay model (Model D)
overestimates the probability for D1 by 2.6% and underestimates the probability for D3 by
1.5%.

We believe that these inaccuracies can influence decisions adversely when every percent counts
in trying to reach a coverage target.
We conclude that a convolution of the delay and travel time distributions is needed to obtain an
accurate response time distribution, assuming travel time and delay are statistically
independent—an assumption that is supported by the data that we worked with. Situations
where the travel time and delay are dependent can be handled as well, as we will demonstrate. In
this paper we introduce new methodology that incorporates randomness in both pre-travel delays
and travel times and models the availability of ambulances in a more precise way than many
previous ambulance location models and is therefore free of the inaccuracies demonstrated in the
preceding example. The incorporation of the uncertain components is important not only in
order to provide an accurate estimate of the coverage offered by specific ambulance
configurations and to ensure an optimal distribution of ambulances to stations (based on the
coverage provided), but also in order to predict the consequences of more or less uncertainty.
We illustrate this in the Computational Results section by focusing on pre-travel delays. We
show that models that ignore delays, or randomness in delays, may severely overestimate the
coverage achieved with a given number of ambulances and, conversely, underestimate the
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number of ambulances needed to meet a specified coverage objective (see Figures 5 and 6 in the
Computational Experiments section).
In the remainder of the paper, we discuss the relevant literature, and then describe the problem
data, our problem formulation, some useful properties of the formulation, the results of
computational experiments, and further research that we intend to undertake to extend and
experiment with the model.

Literature
See [33, 31, 29, 4] for reviews of literature on locating emergency service facilities. In addition,
Berman and Krass [2] review the literature on facility location with stochastic demands, much of
it motivated by emergency service applications. In this section we survey selected papers with
an emphasis on those that are most relevant to our research.
Models such as the set-covering location problem (SCLP), first formulated by Toregas et al.
[32], the maximal covering location problem (MCLP) of Church and ReVelle [8], and Daskin’s
[9] maximum expected covering location problem (MEXCLP), which accounts for the potential
unavailability of ambulances using a single, system-wide busy probability, can be considered the
most influential ones on subsequent research, since most other models are extensions of these.
While many of these models can be solved to global optimality with reasonable effort, they
suffer from simplifying assumptions.
An important model that provides more realism (i.e., uses fewer simplifying assumptions) is
Larson’s [26] hypercube model and subsequent approximate versions of that model [27, 24].
This model allows busy fractions to vary between ambulances and can accommodate ambulances
responding to calls outside their assigned districts. Larson [28], and Brandeau and Larson [3]
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describe applications and extensions of the hypercube model. We use an extension of the
approximate hypercube model that allows multiple servers at a station [6]. Discrete event
simulation can be used when even greater realism is needed [e.g., 19, 20, 21].
We extend the ambulance location modeling paradigm by incorporating uncertainty in
ambulance availability and in response times, without sacrificing the ability to use generalpurpose optimization solvers. All of the covering models that we listed above use deterministic
(average) travel times. While delays are usually not explicitly mentioned in papers dealing with
coverage models, it is easy to incorporate a constant (average) delay into all coverage models by
simply subtracting the delay from the specified maximum response time. (For example, [11]
uses MCLP with a 5-minute travel time, which may have been part of an 8-minute response time
with an average delay of 3 minutes.)
The assumption made by early covering models is that if (and only if) an ambulance is available
within a specified maximum distance of a demand point, then the demand point is covered. EMS
systems typically measure performance based on the fraction of calls responded to within a
specified time standard. However, for a given ambulance location and a demand point, it is not
possible to know with certainty whether the call will be responded to within the time standard—
it depends on the pre-trip delay and the travel time as well as the availability of the ambulance,
none of which can be predicted with certainty. Our model does not rely solely on average
response times, and hence, it is not limited by the resulting strict classification of demand points
as covered or not covered. It allows incorporation of randomness in pre-trip delays and travel
times, and computes an expected coverage for each demand point, given the ambulance locations
and estimates of the ambulance availabilities. Hence, we increase model realism by replacing
the 0-1 consequences implied by solutions of traditional covering models for demand points by
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real numbers, which are better estimates of the fraction of calls emanating from different demand
points that can be reached within the specified time standard.
In the remainder of this section, we focus on covering ambulance location models that
incorporate response time variability. Although non-covering models have been developed for
ambulance location (such as models that minimize mean response time) and many of these
models include stochastic components, we do not discuss such models here because most EMS
systems measure their performance based on the fraction of calls reached within some time
standard, rather than by the mean response time. We know of three articles that include travel
time variability in covering models. Marianov and ReVelle [30] assume travel time from station
i to node j is normally distributed with known mean and variance. Then they define a node j to
be covered by station i if the average travel time plus K standard deviations is less than a
specified constant. While they acknowledge the variability in travel times, they do not use the
distributions directly in the model. This model is more conservative (for K > 0) than a coverage
model that uses only average travel times. However, it is still a traditional covering model in the
sense that a demand point is either covered or not.
Daskin [10] presents a model that includes the probability Pij that an ambulance at station i can
travel to a call at demand node j within a response time standard. The focus of Daskin’s model is
the integration of location and routing, taking into account that some calls may require two
vehicles to respond. This model does not account for ambulance unavailability.
Perhaps the paper that is most relevant to ours is Goldberg and Paz [16], which is inspired by a
case study reported in [14, 15]. They formulate an emergency facility location model that
models random travel times similarly to [10]. The quantities Pij are used to calculate expected
coverage in the objective function of their optimization problem. Goldberg and his co-workers
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used an approximation related to the hypercube model to estimate the busy probabilities of the
vehicles, and included an upper bound on the number of stations. They used regression to
estimate average travel times as a function of distance along roads of various types, and compute
the Pij values using this mean and the standard deviation of the residuals, assuming normal
distribution of path travel times.
While the way we model expected coverage is similar to that of [16], there are several
differences between their work and ours. Perhaps the most significant modeling difference is the
inclusion of pre-trip delays in our model. Also, we treat the calculation of the busy probabilities
for the vehicles, and the computation of coverage probabilities for demand points in different
ways. We consider dispatch policies as given, rather than including them as decision variables.
Note that we do not believe that treating these dispatch policies as given is a limiting assumption
for real applications, since in our experience with real systems the operators have indicated that
there would be no alternative (to “dispatch the closest available ambulance”) that would be
acceptable in practice. An advantage of our approach is that the continuous relaxation of the
problem we will formulate (P1) is a convex optimization problem, under certain assumptions, as
we will show. For all of these reasons, our model is more compact and tractable and we are able
to solve problems of realistic size using off-the-shelf solvers, while [16] propose pairwise
interchange heuristics for their model.

Problem Data
We assume that the following data are available:
•

A set S of m station locations, indexed by i, and a set N of n demand nodes, indexed by j.
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•

A positive arrival rate λ j for each demand node j. We assume independent Poisson
arrival processes at the nodes. We denote the system wide arrival rate with λ ≡

j∈ N

λj

and the fraction of the total demand from demand node j by h j ≡ λ j / λ .
•

A dispatch order for each demand node j, i.e., a list of the m stations in order of
preference for dispatching to a call originating from node j.

•

Parameters δ and α which specify the coverage objective that calls should be responded
to in at most δ time units with probability of at least α.

•

The probability that the response time is less than or equal to δ time units, given that the
call arrives to node j and the ith station in node j’s dispatch order responds, denoted wij
= Pr{ Rij

•

δ}, where Rij is the response time.

The average on-scene time, and average time spent traveling to and remaining at a
hospital, denoted E[Ton scene ] , and E[Thospital ] , respectively.

•

The “busy fraction” ρi for ambulances at station i, i.e., the probability that an ambulance
at station i is not available to respond to calls, and correction factors Qij for each stationnode pair, to approximately account for the dependence in the busy fractions between
servers. We assume that ρi ∈ (0,1) and Qij > 0 .

The last assumption, that the busy fractions and correction factors are exogenous input to the
model, is obviously a limiting one. We discuss how to overcome this assumption later.
The best way to calculate the probabilities wij depends on the availability of data and the
context. We now outline three possible methods. First, if detailed data for a sample of
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individual calls is available, then one could estimate wij as the ratio kijδ / kij , where kij is the total
number of calls in the sample where an ambulance from station i responded to a call from node j
and kijδ is the number of such calls that had a response time less than or equal to δ.
Second, suppose that the distribution function H ij (t ) of the travel time Tij from the ith station (in
node j’s dispatch order) to node j as well as the distribution function F (t ) for the delay are
available, and that it is reasonable to assume that the travel time and the delay are independent
random variables. Then one can use convolution to calculate the probabilities, i.e.,

wij =

H ij ( − x)dF ( x)

(1)

x=0

In practice, the pre-trip delay is often viewed as being the sum of the time spent on call taking
and dispatching (call delay) and the time from when a crew is dispatched until the vehicle starts
moving (chute delay). If data is collected separately for these two components, as is typically the
case, then one could estimate separate distribution functions for each delay and use convolution
to obtain the distribution function F(t) for the total delay. This approach is useful if one wants to
separately consider strategies for reducing call delay and strategies for reducing chute delay.
Third, suppose that both travel times and pre-travel delays depend on call priority, but that for a
given priority level, these two random variables are independent. Adding a superscript p, for
priority level, and using v jp to denote the probability that a call from node j is of priority p, then
the calculation in (1) would be adjusted as follows:
wij =

H ijp ( − x)dF p ( x)

v jp
p

x =0
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The first method is the most general in that it requires no independence assumptions, but it has
two limitations: (1) the sample size kij might be small or even zero for some station-node pairs,
even if the overall sample is large, and (2) the method is silent about how to predict the
consequences of changes to the pre-travel delay distribution. The second and third methods
assume independence, but they do not suffer from the two limitations just mentioned.
Note that the wij are conditional probabilities – they assume that the call comes from demand
node j and is responded to by the i-th preferred station. Higher system congestion makes it more
likely that less preferred stations respond to calls, and this can induce dependence between pretravel delays and travel times. Our model captures such dependence by combining the
conditional probability, wij , with the probability f ij ( x) that the i-th preferred station responds to
a call from node j, as shown below.
We emphasize that the calculation of wij is done for all station-node pairs, before solving the
optimization model that we pose in the next section. That model requires no information about
the probability distributions of travel times or delays other than the probabilities wij .
We will assume that the dispatch order for each node j is such that:
w1 j ≥ w2 j ≥

≥ wmj

(2)

That is, the stations are arranged in descending order of the likelihood of responding to a call
from node j in less than δ time units. Although dispatching the closest available unit is not
always optimal [see, e.g., 28], studies such as [23] indicate that this policy is generally nearoptimal. As previously mentioned, our experience with real EMS systems indicates that
deviating from closest-available-unit dispatching would be difficult in practice. The formulation
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that we present in the next section is valid without this assumption, but the concavity property
that we discuss later requires it.

Problem Formulation and Properties
Let xi be the number of ambulances located at station i, and let xij be the number of ambulances
at the ith preferred station for demand node j. The vector ( x1 j , x2 j ,
( x1 , x2 ,

, xmj ) is a permutation of

, xm ) , for each j. Similarly, let ρij be the busy probability for the ith most preferred

station for demand node j. The optimization problem is:
(P1) maximize

s( x) ≡
j∈N

subject to

z ( x) ≡
i∈S

h j s j ( x)

xi = b

xi ≥ 0, integer, for all i ∈ S

(3)

(4)

where
s j ( x) =

fij ( x) wij , for all j ∈ N

i∈S

(5)

and

(

x

f ij ( x) = Qij 1 − ρijij

)∏ρ
i −1

u =1

xuj
uj

, for all i ∈ S , j ∈ N

(6)

Problem (P1) maximizes the expected coverage s(x), subject to a constraint on the total number
of ambulances z(x) being equal to b. For the moment, we assume b to be given, but in the
algorithm in the next section, b will become a decision variable. The system-wide coverage s(x)
is a weighted combination of the coverages for individual demand nodes, and the coverage s j ( x)
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for demand node j is calculated in (5) by conditioning on which station sends an ambulance to
respond to a call from node j. The calculation of the node j coverage requires the “dispatch
probability” f ij ( x) , the probability that a call from node j is responded to by an ambulance from
its ith preferred station. This probability is calculated, as shown in (6), as the product of the
probabilities that all ambulances at the i – 1 more preferred stations are busy, at least one
ambulance at the ith preferred station is free, and a correction factor Qij, to approximately account
for the dependence between servers. Setting the correction factors to 1 is equivalent to assuming
that the probability of an ambulance being busy is statistically independent of the status of all
other ambulances in the system.

Concavity Result
Proposition 1: If w1 j ≥ w2 j ≥

≥ wmj for all j ∈ N , and Qij and ρ j are invariant with x (recall

that these are assumed to be exogenous input to the model) for all i ∈ S , j ∈ N , then the systemwide coverage is a concave function of x.

Proof: See Appendix A.
Proposition 1 implies that (P1) has a concave objective function and linear constraints.
Consequently, the continuous relaxation of (P1) is a convex program, and a local optimum is
also global. The proposition also implies that the coverage s j ( x) for each demand node j has the
following properties:
•

An increase in the number of ambulances at any station increases the coverage for each
demand node.

•

As the number of ambulances at a particular station increases, the marginal increase in
coverage from adding ambulances to this station decreases
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Busy Fractions and Correction Factors
The assumption that the busy fractions ρi and correction factors for dependence Qij are
exogenous input is not realistic, as they will depend on the number and distribution of
ambulances between stations. To overcome this limitation, we propose iterating between solving
(P1) and estimating the busy fractions and correction factors. Although we solve (P1) optimally,
the iterative procedure is not guaranteed to provide a globally optimal solution to the more
general problem that views the busy fractions and correction factors as functions of the allocation
of ambulances to stations. In other words, the iterative procedure is a heuristic approach to
solving this more general problem.
If all ambulances are assumed to have the same busy fraction, then a relatively simple estimation
procedure can be used (refer to Appendix B for details). If all ambulances are not assumed to
have the same busy fraction, then a more complicated estimation procedure is necessary. We use
a generalization of the approximate hypercube model, detailed in [6], that allows for multiple
vehicles at a station. This procedure evaluates the busy fractions ρi , the correction factors Qij ,
and the expected coverage. We will use s AH ( x) to denote the expected coverage evaluated with
the approximate hypercube model, to distinguish it from the expected coverage s(x) as computed
in formulation (P1).
In the original hypercube model [26], service times (the time an ambulance is tied up with a call)
are assumed to be exponentially distributed. The pre-travel delay and the travel time are part of
the service time, and if these components are lognormally distributed, then the service times will
be far from exponentially distributed. Fortunately, one can expect the loss-version of the
approximate hypercube model (which we use) to be relatively insensitive to the shape of the
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service time distribution, as argued by Jarvis [23]. The related insensitivity property of the
M/M/s/s loss system is discussed, for example, in [18].
We propose the following iterative algorithm to overcome the assumption of the busy fractions
and correction factors being exogenous inputs:

Step 1: Choose an initial value for the total number of ambulances, b.
Step 2: Attempt to maximize coverage with b ambulances, as follows:
Step 2a: Set the busy fractions ρini to an initial estimate of the busy fraction, set all
correction factors Qijin equal to 1, and set x 0,* = 0 . Set n ← 1 and choose a
smoothing parameter γ ∈ (0,1) .

Step 2b: Solve (P1), using busy fractions ρini and correction factors Qijin . Find the
solution x n ,* that maximizes s(x) subject to, xi ≥ xin −1,* − 1, i ∈ S , (3), and (4). If the
convergence criterion is satisfied, go to Step 3.

Step 2c: Estimate the busy fractions ρiout and correction factors Qijout that result from the
solution x n,* . Set ρini ← γρiout + (1 − γ )ρiin for all stations, Qijin ← γQijout + (1 − γ )Qijin
for all station-node pairs, and n ← n + 1 . Go back to step 2b.

Step 3: Evaluate the expected coverage s AH ( x) for the final solution(s), using the approximate
hypercube model. Adjust the total number of ambulances b based on whether the highest
coverage among the final solutions is less than or greater than the target of α . When it
has been determined that the current total number of ambulances is the smallest one that
will achieve the target coverage, then stop. Otherwise, return to step 2.
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The algorithm includes an outer loop, which is a one-dimensional search (such as bisection
search) for the smallest total number of ambulances needed to provide the required coverage, and
an inner loop, which iterates between solving (P1) and estimating the busy fractions and
correction factors. The expected coverage for each solution that is returned by the algorithm is
evaluated using the approximate hypercube model, thus avoiding the simplifying assumptions
made in formulation (P1), that the busy fractions and correction factors are exogenous inputs.
The constraints xi ≥ xin −1,* − 1 are added in Step 2b to prevent the allocation of ambulances to
stations from changing too much from one iteration to the next, recognizing that the busy
fractions and correction factors depend on the allocation of ambulances to stations.
The convergence criterion for the inner loop could be expressed in terms of the sequence of
solutions {x n ,*} , the estimated busy fractions {ρiout ( x n ,* )} , or both. The inner loop algorithm is
not guaranteed to converge to a unique solution. Indeed, we have sometimes observed
convergence to a cycle of two or more similar solutions. In such cases, planners could be
presented with multiple good solutions, which could be compared in terms of the values that they
give for the coverage (as estimated by the busy fraction estimation procedure) or for other
performance measures.

Call Priorities
When EMS calls are received, they are usually triaged into one of several priority classes. In the
systems that we have experience with, all calls are responded to by the closest available
ambulance, regardless of priority class. However, we have observed that delays and travel times
are typically longer for lower priority calls, because calls above some priority threshold are
viewed as warranting a “lights and siren” response, while calls below the threshold are not.
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Different priority classes may have different expected coverage targets, but the target for the
highest-priority calls is the most important one. Based on these observations, we use the
following approach to incorporate call priorities in our model:

•

When estimating the busy fractions and correction factors, we use response times, onscene times, and hospital times that are averaged over all priority classes, to accurately
estimate the system workload.

•

When estimating the probabilities wij that are used to compute the expected coverage, we
use only high priority (lights and siren) calls. In other words, the expected coverage in
the model is only for the high priority calls.

This approach reflects the fact that the coverage target for the high priority calls is the most
important one. In practice, we expect that if the high priority coverage target is met, the
coverage targets for the lower priority calls will also be met, but this is not guaranteed.

Computational Experiments
In the instances of (P1) that we solved, based on data from Edmonton EMS, we used
deterministic travel times in order to isolate the effect of randomness in delays. We estimated
travel times using a simplified road network, with acceleration at the beginning of each trip and
deceleration at the end of the trip (see [21] for details). The dispatch orders satisfied assumption
(2). These instances had 10 stations and 180 demand nodes. We solved (P1) to optimality in at
most a few minutes per instance with a standard branch-and-bound algorithm (the Premium
Solver Platform for Microsoft Excel) that calls a nonlinear programming algorithm (the
generalized reduced gradient solver) to solve the continuous relaxations. To overcome the
assumption of exogenous busy fractions and correction factors, we used the algorithm described
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in the last section. Figure 3 shows an example of how ρini and ρiout evolved over 6 iterations for
one problem instance based on Edmonton data, with the total number of ambulances equal to 16.
In this instance, γ was set to 0.9, and ρini and ρiout converged in about 3 iterations with an average
after convergence of about 33%.
Our implementation of the algorithm was relatively inefficient: we solved the problems in a
spreadsheet, with the computational overhead that that entails, and we used complete
enumeration for the total number of ambulances b, rather than, say, bisection search. Thus, there
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Figure 3: An example of iterating on the busy fractions ρi , where the initial input busy fraction
was set to 0.3 for each station, and a smoothing constant of 0.9 was used.
We used the model to empirically explore the impact of varying the parameters of the delay
distribution. Figure 4 shows how the minimum total number of ambulances needed to provide
the specified coverage (90% reached in 9 minutes) changes when the mean and standard
deviation of the delay distribution vary. We tried values that were 0%, 50%, 100%, 125%, and

5

6
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150% of the current value for the mean (2.6 minutes) and for the standard deviation (1.3
minutes), except for combinations of parameters that made it impossible to meet the coverage
goal. In all cases we used 0.3 for an initial estimate of the busy fraction at each station, and a
smoothing constant, γ, of 0.9. Although we tried other values for these parameters (for example
we tried 0.5 for the initial busy fractions estimates and a number of different values for γ), we
found that these values worked well in our experiments. We will refer to the combination where
both the mean and the standard deviation equal their current values as the base case. As Figure 4
shows, the total number of ambulances needed changes considerably when the parameters of the
delay distribution are varied. The dramatic impact of ignoring the delay is illustrated by
comparing the case when the delay is assumed to be zero to the base case. In the former case,
only 11 ambulances are needed, while in the base case, 16 are needed.
Comparison of the case where the delay is assumed deterministic and equal to the current mean
(i.e., the standard deviation is assumed to be zero) and the base case results in a less dramatic
difference, of course: the number of ambulances needed increases from 15 to 16. However, the
impact of ignoring the variability in delays would be far greater if the mean delay were higher.
For example, if the mean delay were to increase by 25% (from 2.6 minutes to 3.25 minutes),
while the standard deviation stayed the same, then 21 ambulances would be needed to reach the
coverage goal. In this case, if the delay variability were ignored, then the model predicts that
only 18 ambulances would be needed to reach the coverage goal. Hence, a model that
incorporates delays but treats them as deterministic would underestimate the number of
ambulances needed to provide the target coverage by (21-18)/21 = 14%.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of the minimum total number of ambulances needed to provide the
coverage goal to the mean and standard deviation of the delay distribution.
Figure 5 gives the complementary perspective and provides additional insight into the impact of
the delay standard deviation. It demonstrates how the system wide coverage varies when the
parameters of the delay distribution are varied in the same way as for the results in Figure 4, with
the total number of ambulances fixed at 16. From Figure 5, we see that if the variability in the
delay is not considered, the estimated coverage is about 92%, compared to just over 90% if the
variability in the delay is incorporated. When the standard deviation is increased 25% from the
base case, the coverage drops to about 89%. The results are magnified as the average level of the
delay increases.
These results illustrate the importance of accounting for delays, and specifically the randomness
in the delays, in order to obtain accurate estimates of the coverage and of the resources required
to attain a specified coverage. They also illustrate the value of controlling the call-taking and
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dispatching processes to ensure that delays do not increase (but preferably, decrease). This last
point is important because delays can be far easier and less costly to reduce than travel times. It
might be possible to reduce delays through simple process changes, such as dispatching an
ambulance before the seriousness of the call has been established (thereby performing two
activities in parallel rather than in series), or through the integration of 911 and EMS call centers
(thus eliminating hand-off time from one call center to the other), whereas reducing travel times
usually requires adding ambulances or stations. Our model can help compare the costs and
benefits of actions to reduce delays versus actions to reduce travel times. This is valuable for
decision-makers who are interested in the least-costly way of reaching service standards. As far
as the response time standard is concerned, 30 seconds saved are 30 seconds saved, regardless of
which component of the response time these savings come from.
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Figure 5: Sensitivity of the system wide service to the mean and standard deviation of the delay
distribution, when the total number of ambulances is fixed at 16.
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Discussion
This section outlines several possible avenues for further research involving exploration of the
optimization model (P1), its properties, solution approaches, and insights from its application.
First we discuss three extensions of the model that are fairly straightforward, and then we discuss
some avenues for further research.

Model Extensions
One can add a constraint to (P1) to ensure that the probability that at least one ambulance is
available is above some threshold β, as follows (assuming independence between ambulances):
1 − ∏ ρixi ≥ β

(7)

i∈S

The constraint can be linearized by isolating the product of the busy fractions on one side of the
inequality and taking logarithms of both sides, resulting in:

i∈S

(− ln(ρi )) xi ≥ − ln(1 − β)

(8)

Note that the coefficients − ln(ρi ) and − ln(1 − β) will be positive. Preliminary experiments
using data from Edmonton indicated that the expected coverage target of reaching 90% of all
calls in 9 minutes or less was tighter than constraint (8) for β ≤ 0.99 .
In addition to maximizing the system-wide coverage, one could add constraints on the coverage
for each demand node, of the form

s j ( x) ≥ α j , for all j ∈ N

(9)

where α j is the target coverage for demand node j. These constraints could be used to impose a
common minimum coverage for all demand nodes or some demand node subset.
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One can also add variables and constraints to decide which stations to open and to limit the
number of ambulances at each station. Specifically, let yi be a binary indicator variable for
whether station i is opened; let ci be the fixed cost of opening station i; let d i be the variable
cost of locating one ambulance at station i; and let bi be the maximum number of ambulances at
station i, if it is opened (if there are no such limits, then one can set bi = B for some sufficiently
large number B). Upon replacing constraint (3) on the total number of ambulances with a budget
constraint, the extended problem formulation becomes:
(P2) maximize

s( x) ≡
j∈N

subject to
i∈S

h j s j ( x)

(ci yi + di xi ) ≤ budget

(8), (4)

xi ≤ bi yi , for all i ∈ S
yi ∈ {0,1} , for all i ∈ S
The continuous relaxation of (P2) is a convex programming problem, by Proposition 1, but (P2)
is more difficult to solve than (P1) because it has more integer variables.

Incorporating Time-Varying Demand
Demand for emergency medical services can vary considerably by time of the day and day of the
week (for example see [7]). Ideally, the number and location of ambulances should vary with
time to match such demand patterns. The model in this paper can be used as a building block in
developing crew schedules to match time varying demand, as follows. First, divide the time
horizon into time periods (for example, 168 hours for a weeklong time horizon) and solve our
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model for each time period, resulting in an “ambulance requirement” (the minimum number of
ambulances needed to reach the coverage target) for each period. Then, use a shift or tour
scheduling model (see [13] for a recent survey) to generate crew schedules that match the
ambulance requirements. In such a model, the ambulance requirements could be viewed as
lower bounds that cannot be violated, or one could penalize deviations above and below the
ambulance requirement and minimize the total penalty.
Our model evaluates system performance in steady state, and therefore the approach just
described is an approximation, as it assumes that the system will quickly reach steady state
during each time period. The approach is similar to what [17] termed the SIPP (Stationary
Independent Period by Period) approach for generating staff requirements. As they
demonstrated, although the SIPP approach is often an adequate approximation, it is unreliable in
certain situations, such as when average service times are relatively long. Ambulances are often
tied up for an hour or more with a single call, and this suggests that models that account for
transient effects are worth investigating in this setting. A simple way to do this would be to use
the heuristics proposed in [17]. A more sophisticated approach would combine optimization of
crew schedules and ambulance location with a stochastic model that captures transient effects,
either via simulation (as in [1]) or via numerical solution methods (as in [25] and [22]).

Future Research
Incorporation of uncertainty in availability and in delays and travel times may influence not only
the total number of ambulances needed to provide a given level of service, but also how
ambulances are distributed through the system. We plan to perform experiments to generate
insight into whether this happens and how. In order to do further computational testing of the
model, data from a city of similar size to Edmonton, but which is aggregated into many more
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(smaller) zones and has up to 40 potential locations for ambulances will be used. We also hope
to use the model to estimate the impact of various changes to the operation of an ambulance
system. For example, it may be possible to reduce delays by performing activities in parallel
rather than in series, but such a change may increase ambulance workload, if it results in more
false alarms. Therefore, we would like to explore the trade-off between reducing delays and
increasing busy fractions.
Estimation of the travel time distribution functions H ij (t ) is likely to be challenging. We are
working on developing procedures to estimate these functions, and have obtained detailed travel
time data from a number of cities that we will use to validate such procedures. Preliminary
results are reported in [5].
Although we can solve instances of our formulation involving Edmonton data in reasonable time,
it is conceivable that problem instances for cities with more stations and ambulances will require
the development of different heuristics to generate near-optimal solutions.

Conclusions
We have presented an optimization model for allocating a specified number of ambulances to
stations so as to maximize system-wide expected coverage. The model differs from previous
related work in that the variation in pre-travel delay is considered (in addition to the variation in
travel time and uncertainty in ambulance availability) when calculating the coverage. Data from
recent projects with the town of St. Albert and the City of Edmonton indicate that pre-travel
delays are important and highly variable (with a standard deviation of about 40% of the mean).
Our computational experiments demonstrate that the inclusion of the variability of such delays
has a substantial impact on the solution that the model prescribes. Our formulation is sufficiently
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tractable that problems with 180 demand nodes and 10 ambulance stations can be solved with
reasonable effort with general-purpose solvers.
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Appendix A: Proof of Proposition 1
Recall that the system–wide coverage s ( x) =

j∈ N

h j s j ( x) is a convex combination of the

coverages s j ( x) for each demand node j. To prove that s(x) is concave, it suffices to prove that
the coverage s j ( x) for a particular node j is concave, since the weights h j are positive.
Therefore, we assume without loss of generality that there is only one demand node and we drop
the demand node subscript j in the proof to simplify notation.
By assumption we have ∆wi = wi +1 − wi ≤ 0 for all i. We can express the probability f i ( x) as:

(

f i ( x) = Qi 1 − ρixi

)

i −1

∏ ρuxu = Qi

i −1

i

u =1

u =1

∏ ρuxu − ∏ ρuxu = gi −1 ( x) − gi ( x)

u =1

where gi ( x) = Qi ∏ u =1 ρuxu and g 0 ( x) = 1 . Consequently,
i

s ( x) =
i∈S

=

m
i =0

f i ( x) wi =

m
i =1

g i ( x) wi +1 −

gi −1 ( x) wi −

m
i =1

m
i =1

g i ( x) wi

g i ( x) wi = w1 +

m
i =1

with the understanding that wm +1 = 0 .
The gradient of s(x) with respect to x has the following entries:

g i ( x)∆wi
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m
∂s
= (ln ρk ) gi ( x)∆wi
∂xk
i =k

The entries in the Hessian matrix H are (assuming k ≤ l ):
m
∂ 2s
= (ln ρk )(ln ρl ) g i ( x)∆wi
∂xk ∂xl
i =l

hkl =

Recalling that Qi > 0 , ρi ∈ (0,1) and ∆wi ≤ 0 , we see that ∂s / ∂xk is non-negative for all k, and

∂ 2 s / ∂xk ∂xl is non-positive for all k and l.
Consider the quadratic form y T Hy where y is an arbitrary column vector with m elements. This
quadratic form can be expressed as:
m

yT Hy =

m

k =1 l =1

yk yl hkl =

m

yl2 hll + 2

l =1

m

m

k =1 l = k +1

yk yl hkl

Substituting the expression for hkl we get:
yT Hy =

m
l =1

yl2 (ln ρl ) 2

m
i =l

gi ( x)∆wi + 2

m

m

k =1 l = k +1

yk yl (ln ρk )(ln ρl )

m
i =l

g i ( x)∆wi

By changing the order of summation, the double sum in (A.1) can be expressed as:
m
l =1

yl2 (ln ρl ) 2

m
i =l

gi ( x)∆wi =

m
i =1

g i ( x)∆wi

i
l =1

(ln ρl ) 2 yl2

Similarly, the triple sum in (A.1) can be expressed as:
m

m

k =1 l = k +1

yk yl (ln ρk )(ln ρl )

m
i =l

g i ( x)∆wi =

=

m

m

k =1 i = k +1
m
i=2

g i ( x)∆wi

g i ( x)∆wi

i −1

i
l = k +1
i

k =1 l = k +1

yk yl (ln ρk )(ln ρl )

yk yl (ln ρk )(ln ρl )

(A.1)
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Substitution in (A.1) results in:

yT Hy =

m
i =1

=

m
i =1

g i ( x)∆wi
g i ( x)∆wi

i
l =1
i
l =1

(ln ρl )2 yl2 + 2

i −1

i

k =1 l = k +1

(ln ρk )(ln ρl ) yk yl

2

(ln ρl ) yl

We see that each term in the outer summation is non-positive (because gi ( x) ≥ 0 , ∆wi ≤ 0 , and
the squared summation is non-negative) and therefore yT Hy ≤ 0 for all y. Consequently, H is
negative semi-definite and s(x) is concave.

Appendix B: Estimating the Average Busy Fraction
The average fraction of time that an ambulance is busy (not available to respond to calls) is

λτ / z , i.e., the average server utilization for a z-server queueing system, assuming that the
number of calls “lost” due to queueing is negligible. The average “service time”, τ, (during
which an ambulance is tied up with a call) can be broken down into the following components:
average travel time to the call, average on-scene time, and average time spent traveling to and
remaining at a hospital, denoted E[Tto call ] , E[Ton scene ] , and E[Thospital ] , respectively. Consequently,
the average busy fraction can be expressed as λ(E[Tto call ] + E[Ton scene ] + E[Thospital ]) / z . The arrival
rate λ as well as two of the three components of the average service time, the average on-scene
time and the average time spent traveling to and being at a hospital, are exogenous input. The
average travel time to a call can be expressed as E[Tto call ] =

j∈N

hj

i∈S

f ij ( x) E[Tij ] , where Tij is

the travel time from i to j. This leads to the following formula for approximating ρ as a function
of x:
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ρ( x ) =

λ
z ( x)

j∈ N

hj

i∈S

fij ( x) E[Tij ] + E[Ton scene ] + E[Thospital ]

The derivation of this formula required some approximations. In particular, we excluded the time
spent traveling back to a station from the hospital from the average service time since the
ambulance is available to respond to incoming calls during this time. On the other hand, our
expression for E[Tto call ] assumes that all calls are responded to from an ambulance at a station.

